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� Isolated nanomaterial-resistant soil
bacteria identified as Trabusiella
guamensis.

� Bacteria bio-transformed
multiwalled-carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) by surface oxidation.

� Bacterial peroxidase lowered its
affinity constant (Km) due to MWCNT-
adaptive-drift.

� Eco-friendly, cost-effective and green
approach for oxidation of MWCNT is
proposed.
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In this study, soil bacteria were isolated from nanomaterials (NMs) contaminated goldsmith site and
enriched in the presence of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in order to obtain resistant bac-
teria. The isolated resistant bacteria were biochemically and genetically identified as Trabusiella guamen-
sis. Redox-enzyme activity and cell viability assay showed molecular adaptation and no membrane
damage in resistant bacteria under MWCNTs stress. The resistant bacteria were allowed to interact with
engineered MWCNTs in order to study the bio-transformation in their structure. Raman spectra of bio-
transformed MWCNTs revealed increased intensity ratio of ID/IG with subsequent formation of C@O
and COOH groups on the outer walls of nanotubes that were also confirmed by Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) results. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and ultraviolet–visible
spectroscopy (UV–vis) analysis of bio-transformed MWCNTs revealed surface oxidation of CNTs. The
structural changes in concentric walls were also evident from transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images. Our results demonstrated that the biotransformation of MWCNTs was mediated by resistant bac-
teria through oxidation process. The presented study showed an effective methodology that utilizes NMs
resistant microbes for bio-transformation of MWCNTs in different biological settings which will have
impact on ‘‘green nanotechnology”.

� 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) gained importance in many applied
fields such as composites, conductive materials, sensors, drug
delivery vehicles and sorbents [1]. Widespread commercial
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applications and use of CNTs has been linked to their production in
large-scale [2]. This may eventually lead to their introduction into
the environmental system. In recent years, studies on aggregation
and transportation of CNTs have been conducted to understand
their possible impact and fate in the environment [3–5]. Most of
studies have focused on biocompatibility of CNTs and very few
exploring the possibility of their biodegradation [6,7]. A few
reports suggest that biocompatibility of CNTs may be attributed
to the availability of functional groups on the side walls of nan-
otubes [8–10]. However, enzymatic catalysis has shown to par-
tially degrade CNTs through biocatalytic oxidations [11–14].
Enzymes that are found to degrade CNTs are horseradish peroxi-
dase (HRP) [11,12,15,16] and neutrophil myeloperoxidase (nMPO)
in the presence of H2O2 [13].

It is imperative to explore the possibility of CNTs biodegrada-
tion mainly by the action of microbes. Recent reports on biodegra-
dation of graphene oxide (GO) by bacteria and the extent to which
MWCNTs can be degraded by different bacteria, such as Burkholde-
ria kururiensis, Delftia acidovorans, and Stenotrophomonas mal-
tophilia are given more importance [17,18]. Bacterial community
is capable of degrading 14C-labeled MWCNTs into 14CO2 in the
presence of an external carbon source via co-metabolism. This
degradation required external carbon source involving co-
metabolism and the cooperation of several microbial consortia
[18]. However, structural transformation in MWCNTs during the
bacterial degradation process is still unclear. Therefore, degrada-
tion or biotransformation of carbon based NMs through different
microbial pathways needs to be explored. So far, there are no direct
studies reporting on possible biotransformation of CNTs through
nanomaterials (NMs) resistant living microorganisms. Natural soil
microbial flora requires evolutionary adaptation to the new man-
made carbon nanostructures. This can be achieved in the labora-
tory at a relatively short time if soil bacteria are subjected to selec-
tive and forced evolutionary adaptation process.

Here, we report on isolation of soil bacteria from goldsmith con-
taminated site that are resistant to MWCNTs and identified as
Trabusiella guamensis which belongs to Enterobacteriaceae family
and resembles Salmonella subgroups. The T. guamensis finds niche
in a wide variety of environments including marine sediments, var-
ious fish species, ocean water and spoiled foods [19,20]. The iso-
lated bacteria were enriched with MWCNTs to induce their
strong NMs resistance property. These NM resistant bacteria were
further utilized for studying bio-transformation of engineered
MWCNTs. Biochemical and physico-chemical methods were
employed to identify the pathways and mechanisms for bio-
transformation of MWCNTs.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

MWCNTs used in this study had O.D. � L 7–15 nm � 0.5–10 lm
(Arry, Hong Kong). Almar blue, Amplex Red (N-acetyl-3,7-dihydrox
yphenoxazine) and Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) was purchased
from Pierce Biotech., Inc. USA. Triton-X 100 was procured from
Merck, Germany. Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) was purchased from
Sigma Aldrich, USA. All other reagents used in this study were of
analytical grade and filtered through 0.22 lm sterile filters.
Growth studies and enzyme assays were carried out in 96-well
NUNC clear microtiter plates (Thermo Scientific, USA). All bacterial
studies and related work were carried out under sterile conditions.

2.2. Collection of soil sample and storage

Soil samples were collected from the gold processing industrial
wastes from central part of India. The collected soil samples were
appropriately labeled and transported to the laboratory using Stan-
dard Operating Procedures (SOPs). The collected soil samples were
homogenized in a container constructed of inert material and
stored at 4 �C or transferred to appropriate growth medium for
the propagation of soil bacteria.
2.3. Isolation and enrichment of NM resistant bacteria

Soil samples (25 g each) were suspended in basal mineral med-
ium (MM) separately, diluted appropriately and filtered through a
column with a glass-wool plug to remove undesirable suspended
particles from the soil. The basal MM (per liter) contained
3 g KH2PO4, 12.8 g Na2HPO4�7H2O, 1 g NH4Cl, 0.5 g NaCl and sup-
plement sources such as MgSO4 (2 mM), CaCl2 (0.1 mM) and glu-
cose (varying from 0.3% to 0.4%). The pH (6.5–7.5) of basal MM
and the temperature (25–37 �C) were varied depending upon the
growth requirements of the soil microbial flora and modified by
removing specific salts accompanied by supplementing with dif-
ferent carbon/nitrogen sources (eg., NH4NO3 in place of NH4Cl).
Alternatively, resistant bacteria were also grown in TSB (Tryptic
say broth) medium for rapid screening of mixed bacterial colony
characteristics. The TSB medium contained (per liter) 17 g Tryp-
tone (pancreatic digest of casein), 3 g Soytone, 2.5 g dextrose, 5 g
Sodium chloride and 2.5 g K2HPO4, pH 7.3. Cultures grown on basal
MM were only considered for enrichment while cultures grown in
nutrient rich TSB medium were used only for screening colony
characteristics because of the possibilities of losing the ability of
bacterial adaptation to MWCNTs.

Culture flasks that showed good growth in MM were amended
with MWCNTs. MWCNTs suspension was prepared in PBS pH-7.4
containing 0.01% Triton-X 100. The mixture was homogenized
using probe ultrasonicator for 15 min. The homogeneous stock sus-
pension of MWCNTs (5–15 lg/mL) was prepared freshly prior to
the start of the experiment. To avoid the undesirable growth of
contaminating fungi in cultures, >0.5 lg/mL of cycloheximide (an
anti-fungal agent) was added into the medium before inoculation
for three subsequent subcultures and withdrawn when all of the
fungi were eliminated. Initially, 5 lg/mL MWCNTs were amended
in the media to interact with the soil bacteria and incubated the
flasks at 25–37 �C at 125 rpm and replenished with fresh medium
every 30 days interval for over 14 months. Depending upon the
resistance of bacteria, MWCNTs concentration was increased to
15 lg/mL and this concentration was maintained throughout the
enrichment process. Thus obtained resistant bacteria were isolated
and utilized for characterization.
2.4. Biochemical characteristics of isolated NMs resistant bacteria

In this study, standard biochemical tests that are commonly
used (listed in Supporting Information, SI Table S1) for bacterial
identification were applied for identification of isolated NM-
resistant bacteria. Fresh colonies from all the isolated samples
were selected and grown in MM agar containing 0.4% glucose for
48 h. Bacterial colonies from the MM agar plates were picked, sus-
pended in sterile saline solution and vortexed. Each sample was
assigned a unique identity to avoid confusion for interpretation
of final results. A total of 21 biochemical tests were carried out
for the identification of bacteria and the results were interpreted
using an online chart (http://faculty.ivytech.edu/~bsipe/UNKN/
ukkey.htm) according to Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriol-
ogy [21]. All biochemical tests that were carried out are listed in
SI Table S2 using standard commercial biochemical kits (Analytab
Products, Inc.).

http://faculty.ivytech.edu/~bsipe/UNKN/ukkey.htm
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2.5. Identification of resistant bacteria by genetic method

Genomic DNA from the resistant bacteria was extracted and
purified using a Qiagen DNA extraction kit and used as template
for amplifying the 27f–1492r regions of the 16S rDNA by PCR using
the following universal primer pairs; forward (27f) 50-AGAGTTTG
ATCCTGGCTCAG-30 and reverse (1492r) 50-TACCTTGTTACGACTT-3
0. Each PCR reaction mixture contained 25 lL of premix Taq
(TaqMix, Qiagen), 100 nM of each primer (27f and 1492r), 1 lL of
template DNA (genomic DNA extracted from MWCNT-resistant
bacteria), and the total reaction volume finally adjusted to 50 lL
with sterile distilled H2O. For PCR amplification, following opti-
mized conditions were applied; (i) initial DNA denaturation at
94 �C for 5 min, (ii) 32 cycles of DNA denaturation at 94 �C for
1 min, annealing at 55 �C for 1 min, and amplify at 72 �C for
1 min and (iii) final extension step at 72 �C for 10 min. About
5 lL of the amplified PCR products thus obtained was resolved
on 1% agarose by gel electrophoresis and confirmed the expected
PCR product size of 1465 bp. The pure PCR product of 1465 bp size
was purified and sequenced. The raw unprocessed sequencing data
were directly applied for genetic identification of bacteria by clus-
tering and phylogenetic analysis using BIBI Database (http://pbil.
univ-lyon1.fr/bibi/). The BIBI tool enabled identifying the type of
bacteria based on its 16S rDNA sequences using BLAST and the
phylogenetic analysis was performed using ClustalW2 program.
The results were analyzed on the basis of sequence composition,
information from BLAST and phylogenetic reconstruction on qual-
ity of the sequence query and compared the node distances for
many sequence clusters from various other related species.

2.6. Interaction of engineered MWCNTs with NMs resistant bacteria
and extraction

About 25 mL of resistant bacterial cultures grown for at least
30-days in presence of MWCNTs in MM were separated by cen-
trifugation at 9000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was discarded
and the pellet containing MWCNTs, cells and cell-debris was
washed thrice with pure ethanol and sonicated for 15 min and cen-
trifuged to separate the cells and cell-debris. The supernatant con-
taining cell debris was discarded and the brownish pellet
containing MWCNTs was phase separated in a mixture of 1:1
N-hexane and deionized water and centrifuged at 9000 rpm for
5 min. A black colored ring of purified MWCNTs appeared at the
interface of two solvent phases. Finally, pure MWCNTs were care-
fully collected in a separate glass vial, washed with deionized
water and dried in vacuum desiccators before the sample was used
for further characterization.

2.7. Characterizations

SEM images were acquired using a LEO Supra 35VP scanning
electron microscope operated at 3 kV. Samples were mounted on
a silicon wafer and sputter coated with a thin layer of Pd–Au before
taking SEM images. TEM images were acquired using a JEOL JEM-
ARM200CFEG UHR equipped with a CCD camera and operated at
an acceleration voltage of 100 kV. A drop of the samples was placed
directly on a Lacy Carbon Type-A 300 mesh copper grids (Ted Pella,
USA), the suspension was drawn through the grid by placing a lint-
free tissue under the grid and dried. To reduce the formation of
salts on the TEM grid, the grids were briefly washed with a droplet
of water and allowed to dry before imaging.

Raman spectra of control (MWCNTs before interaction of resis-
tant bacteria) and test (MWCNTs after interaction of resistant bac-
teria) MWCNTs samples were measured using Renishaw inVia
Reflex Raman Microscope and Spectrometer with spectral resolu-
tion of 5 cm�1 using a visible excitation at 532 nm laser. Spectral
range was scanned from 110 to 3690 cm�1 with a 30 s integration
time at a laser power of 10 or 20 mW. MWCNTs were visualized
with an integrated Leica microscope allowing confocal measure-
ments with 2.5 lm depth resolution using a 50� objective.

Attenuated Total Reflectance-IR (ATR-IR) spectra were used to
study functional groups present on MWCNTs transformed struc-
ture. Spectra were acquired with a Nicolet iS10 FT-IR Spectrometer
(Thermo Scientific, USA) with mercury cadmium telluride detector
(4 cm�1 resolution) equipped with a diamond crystal in single
reflection mode. Ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) spectra were
obtained using NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scien-
tific NanoDrop Products).

X-ray diffraction analyses were carried out using X-ray diffrac-
tometer (Bruker D8 DISCOVER, Bruker AXS GmBH, Karlsruhe, Ger-
many). The high resolution XRD patterns of samples were
measured at 3 Kw with Cu target using scintillation counter
(k = 1.5406 Å) at 40 kV in the range of 2h = 2–90�. The dried
extracted sample of MWCNTs (control and test) was placed on
glass slide followed by a drop of ethanol and allowed to dry and
placed on the sample holder for XRD analysis. The control and test
MWCNTs were mounted on a carbon tape and XPS spectra were
recorded using a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha X-ray photoelectron
spectrometer. Monochromatized Al Ka radiation (Al Ka = 146.3 eV)
was used as the X-ray source and flood gun was used for charge
compensation during the measurements. The X-ray spot size was
approximately 400 lm. Electron take-off angle between the sam-
ple surface and the axis of the analyzer lens was set to 90�. Spectra
were recorded using Avantage 5.9 data system. The binding energy
scale was calibrated by assigning the C1s signal at 284.5 eV.

2.8. Redox-enzyme activity of resistant bacteria with and without
engineered MWNCTs

Preparation of cell-free extracts of resistant bacteria for redox-
enzyme activity assay is given in SI section

2.9. Resistant bacterial growth studies with and without engineered
MWCNTs

The isolated resistant bacteria were allowed to grow in MM
containing 0.4% glucose as the only carbon and energy source in
a 96-well clear microtiter plate. 150 lL of MM with (test) or with-
out (control) MWCNTs were mixed with 25 lL bacterial cells and
the starting A600 was adjusted to 0.13. Homogenous suspension
of control and extracted bio-transformed MWCNTs in PBS contain-
ing 0.01% Triton-X 100 was added to each well to give final concen-
trations of 15 lg/mL MWCNTs in 200 lL/well. The plate was then
incubated at 37 �C in a SynergyTM HTX microplate reader (Bio-
Tek) with continuous shaking mode and the A600 was recorded
every 5 min for 48 h.
3. Results and discussions

3.1. Isolation and enrichment of NM resistant bacteria

In this study, soil samples near the goldsmith industrial waste
disposal sites were collected that had a prior history of NM con-
tamination as a source of persistent bacteria, capable of utilizing
MWCNTs (Fig. 1). This allowed exploring potential nano-size-
stress-resistance in soil bacterial population, because it is reported
that soil sample from gold processing industries has been found to
contain gold leachates with nano/micro particles or colloidal
suspensions [22,23]. Metallic gold was detected in the form of
micro precipitates on the biomass surfaces as well as in colloidal
form as nano-particles in the solution. A number of other studies

http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/bibi/
http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/bibi/


Fig. 1. Schematic representation of isolation and identification of NMs resistant bacteria from field to lab.
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showing the presence of nanoparticles in gold scrap (waste) have
been reported [24]. Therefore, NMs contaminated soil bacteria
could acquire greater adaptation which would further lead to bio-
transformation of NMs through oxidation or reduction processes.
Here, the soil bacteria isolated from NMs contaminated soil sam-
ples (QIA, QIB, QIC, QID and QIE) were incubated with MWCNTs
for adaptation and obtained resistant bacteria (Fig. S1). Each soil
sample was suspended in the MM and divided into two pools for
control and test flasks, respectively and screened for the influence
of growth in presence of CNTs. Images of flasks that showed posi-
tive growth in presence of MWCNTs were documented for compar-
ison with respective controls. The enriched soil microbial
population was subjected to acclimatization (adaptation) to effi-
ciently grow and resist against MWCNTs under artificial environ-
ment, alternatively in a climate chamber (Fig. 1).

The turbidity in test flasks is the indicative of the positive
growth of bacteria in MWCNTs supplemented media. The resistant
bacteria on MM-agar plates were obtained after 14-months of
enrichment process in the artificially created environment by fol-
lowing similar conditions (mineral media, salt concentrations, pH
and temperature) and identified at species level.

The resistant mixed bacterial population was subjected to
screening and isolation of the most dominant bacterial candidate
and examined using SEM (Fig. 2a). This bacterial candidate showed
adaptation with a high degree of survival and tolerance to
MWCNTs. SEM image of isolated resistant bacteria interacted with
MWCNTs (Fig. 2b–d). MWCNTs formed tightly wrapped bundles
over and around the cells (Fig. 2c). Closer examination of an indi-
vidual cell from the cells-CNT aggregates revealed tight coiling of
MWCNTs around the outer cell-surface (inset Fig. 2d). The close
proximity of MWCNTs at the cell-interface enables interaction
between MWCNTs and extracellular oxidative enzymes secreted
by the viable cells. Therefore, viability of resistant bacteria with
or without MWCNTs interactions were compared to determine
any reduction in colony forming units (CFU). Our results revealed
that the cell morphology tend to remain intact and the cells prolif-
erated at a normal metabolic rate before and after their interaction
with MWCNTs (Fig. 2a–d and insets).

3.2. Identification of resistant bacteria by biochemical and genetic
methods

The biochemical tests enabled identifying different bacterial
species as a result of various metabolic properties of bacterial cells.
The results of biochemical tests to identify the NM-resistant bacte-
ria were scored as ‘‘+” or ‘‘�” codes through color change or release
of gases according to the standard protocol for each sample
(Table S1) [21]. Based on the biochemical characteristics, the
NM-resistant bacteria were identified as aerobic (catalase positive)
and exhibited negative carbohydrate fermentation tests indicating
non-fermenting nature of bacteria (Tables S1 and S2). These test
results in combination with others including Gram staining



Fig. 2. SEM images of resistant bacteria and MWCNTs aggregates; (a) isolated resistant bacteria; (b and c) resistant bacteria and MWCNT-bundles forming a thick blanket-like
structure. (d) A resistant bacterial cell dispersed from the MWCNT-aggregates showing strong wrapping by MWCNTs. The inset image at the right-bottom in figure (d) shows
an enlarged image of an intact bacterium wrapped by MWCNTs. Culture plates showing viable cell colonies of resistant bacteria are shown as insets in figures (a and d).
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enabled identifying as Gram negative bacteria which was rod
shaped in structure (Fig. S1). The enriched bacterium was sub-
jected to genetic identification using 16S rRNA sequencing fol-
lowed by phylogenetic analysis (Fig. S2). The results showed that
the resistant bacteria was T. guamensis which is mainly found in
dusts or soil [25].

3.3. Redox-enzyme activity and viability test of resistant bacteria

The adaptation and viability of resistant bacteria were studied
by measuring LDH enzyme activity assay, cell growth, and viability
assay with Almar blue. Redox enzyme activities from resistant bac-
terial cells were measured before and after their interaction with
MWCNTs (Fig. 3). The peroxidase enzyme activity from cell-free
extracts of resistant bacteria in presence of MWCNTs increased
by �50% (specific activities = 3.5 lmoles/min/mg protein) as com-
pared with enzyme activities in cells grown without MWCNTs
(2.5 lmoles/min/mg protein). The enzyme reaction was analyzed
in terms of Michaelis–Menten constant (Km) which is the measure
of the substrate’s affinity towards the peroxidase enzyme in cell-
free extracts of resistant bacteria. The Km value of peroxidase resis-
Fig. 3. Effect of bi-substrate concentrations of (a) [H2O2] and (b) [AR] on the rate of total i
grown without MWCNTs (control) and with MWCNTs (test), and (c) time dependent gr
tant bacteria after interaction with MWCNTs was higher with H2O2

and AR (Km = 63 and 102 lM) as compared with cells grown with-
out MWCNTs (Km = 35 and 48 lM, respectively). The enzymatic
reaction rate was rapid with low Km value for peroxidase from
the resistant bacteria before interaction with MWCNTs
(Fig. 3a and b). In contrary, higher Km value with delayed Vmax

was observed with peroxidase of resistant bacteria after they inter-
acted with MWCNTs (Fig. 3a and b). This delayed response and
high Km of peroxidase of resistant bacteria suggested conforma-
tional changes in the active site of enzyme in resistant bacteria.
It is reported that increase in the catalytic activity of bacteria with
high Km value is linked to adaptive drift and substrate binding
specificity [26,27]. Our results showed that the peroxidase of resis-
tant bacteria with high Km value in presence of MWCNTs suggests
molecular adaptation of bacteria against the MWCNTs stress. This
may have allowed resistant bacteria to remain viable for longer
period of time and facilitate bio-transformation of NMs.

Growth rates of resistant bacteria with (test) and without (con-
trol) MWCNTs are shown in Fig. 3c. It was observed that the
growth rate of resistant bacteria tends to moderately decline over
time in presence of MWCNTs due to slower metabolic activity as
ntracellular peroxidases (250 lg protein) extracted from resistant bacterial samples
owth studies of control and test resistant bacteria.
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compared with control (Fig. 3b). The higher Km values of cellular
peroxidase in resistant bacteria can be attributed to the slower
metabolic rate that affected the growth of resistant bacteria with
MWCNTs. The above result indicated that the adaptation of resis-
tant bacteria to engineered MWCNTs was due to changes in cellu-
lar enzyme activity. It is documented that intracellular enzymes
adapted to cellular stress seemed to enhance both Km and Kcat for
other enzymes, such as xylanase isolated from the Antarctic bac-
terium Pseudoalteromonas haloplanktis [28]. Our findings suggested
that similar adaptation of engineered MWCNTs stress was acquired
by NMs resistant bacteria [28]. The bacterial enzymes may exhibit
a higher Km value to acquire a lower affinity for the substrates
which is essential for cellular viability under stress. Therefore, we
also confirmed cellular viability (% mortality) of resistant bacteria
with varying concentrations of MWCNTs by standard LDH and
Almar blue viability assays. Both assays showed no significant
membrane damage in resistant bacteria against the MWCNTs indi-
cating their positive adaptation to MWCNTs stress (Fig. S3).
3.4. Characterizations

3.4.1. FTIR and Raman results
MWCNTs interacted with resistant bacteria (test) and control

MWCNTs (without their interaction with resistant bacteria) were
extracted from the media and analyzed by FTIR and Raman spec-
troscopy (Fig. 4a and b). Fig. 4a shows FTIR spectra of bio-
transformed MWCNT sample (test) that showed a peak at
1730 cm�1 which corresponds to the stretching vibration of C@O
from the carboxylic groups (COOH) [29]. Peaks at 1375 and
1283 cm�1 corresponded to the d(O–H) and m(C�O) bonds, respec-
tively that are associated with carboxylic groups [30]. Peak at
1651 cm�1 can be attributed to C@C stretch vibrations while
1531 cm�1 peak was assigned to aromatic ring stretching coupled
to in-plane deformation of MWCNTs [31]. The structural variations
in the outer tubular bundles in test sample were well distinguished
from the respective control sample (Fig. 4a). This result indicated
the changes in atomic structure of MWCNTs occurred due to the
bio-catalytic action of bacteria adhered on the walls of CNTs
(Fig. 4a).

Raman spectra of test sample showed three characteristic peaks
that represented D, G, and G0, respectively, as expected for a typical
MWCNTs structure (Fig. 4b). However, the ID/IG intensity ratio with
test and control MWCNTs significantly varied, where ID/IG ratio for
MWCNTs increased from 0.7 to 1.2 in test/bio-transformed
MWCNTs. Similar increase in the intensity ratio (ID/IG) of the
D-band to G-band for MWCNTs and other carbon nanostructures
has been used as evidence for oxidation or side-wall functionaliza-
tion and conversion of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms in the
MWCNTs to sp3 hybridization [32,33]. Therefore, a significant
Fig. 4. (a) FTIR and (b) Raman spectra of
increase in the ID/IG ratio of test MWNCTs in this study can be
attributed to oxidation or side-wall functionalization of MWCNTs
caused by the bacterial catalysis. It also implied that T. guamensis
bacteria created more transformed attributes on the nanotubes
on their external surfaces. Raman and FTIR spectra of MWCNTs test
samples clearly indicated that the nanotubes were structurally
degraded through possible surface oxidation. Increased D band
intensity can be attributed to the structural modification due to
the formation of different functional groups on the outer surface
of nanotubes (Fig. 4b).
3.4.2. XRD and UV–visible spectroscopy
The XRD patterns and UV–visible spectra of control and test

MWCNTs are shown in Fig. 5a and b. The X-ray diffraction patterns
of control MWCNTs showed a diffraction peak for graphitic
nanosheets at 2h = 25.27� corresponding to the in plane stretching
(Fig. 5a). A new peak was emerged at 8.81� (d = 10 Å; test) in XRD
pattern of test MWCNTs which corresponded to the C@O group.
These changes revealed formation of new functional groups medi-
ated by resistant bacteria [34]. It was also observed that the C-axis
spacing increased from 3.6 to 3.7 Å in test MWCNTs that is possible
due to the creation of abundant oxygen-containing functional
groups on the surfaces of MWCNTs (Fig. 5a).

UV–visible spectra of control and test MWCNTs exhibited char-
acteristic peaks at 240 nm (corresponding to p–p⁄ transitions of
C@C bonds) due to p electrons of the double bonds in the MWCNTs
(Fig. 5b). After resistant bacteria interaction with test MWCNTs, a
new shoulder peak was seen at 302 nm (due to n–p⁄ transitions
of COOH groups) indicating a transition occurred due to an
unshared pair of electrons of the –C@O bond in the (–COO) car-
bonyl group [35,36].
3.4.3. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The changes in oxidation level of MWCNTs in test (MWCNTs

after interaction with resistant bacteria) and control (MWCNTs
without bacterial interaction) samples were analyzed by recording
XPS spectra (Fig. 6a–c). The C1s spectrum of test samples resolved
into different characteristic peaks (Fig. 6b). The peaks centered at
binding energies of 284.5 eV, 286.3 eV and 289.2 eV were attribu-
ted to C–C, C–O and O@C–O respectively in control and test
MWCNTs sample [37]. The intensities of peaks corresponding to
C–O and O@C–O relatively increased in test MWCNTs compared
with control MWCNTs (Fig. 6a and b).

The survey spectra of test MWCNTs showed intense O1s peaks
indicating the presence of oxygen species on the nanotubes. The
relative percentage of oxygen containing carbon species on the
surface of test MWCNTs was increased from �6% to �13%
(Fig. 6c, Table 1) which revealed the surface oxidation of CNTs.
These results were well supported with the XRD and UV spectral
control and test MWCNTs samples.



Fig. 5. (a) XRD and (b) UV–vis spectra of control and test MWCNTs samples.

Fig. 6. XPS C1s spectra of (a) control, (b) test MWCNTs and (c) survey spectra of control and test MWCNTs.
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analysis that showed emergence of a new peak at 8.81� in XRD and
n–p⁄ transitions of COOH groups in UV spectra (Fig. 6a and b).
These results are consistent with a previous report, where chemi-
cal oxidation of CNTs by strong chemical oxidants also showed
similar oxygen containing functional groups on the surfaces [38].
3.4.4. TEM analysis
The changes occurred on the concentric walls of test MWCNTs

were observed by high resolution (HR) TEM image examination.
The HR-TEM images as well as histograms for control and test
MWCNTs samples were shown in Fig. 7a–j. TEM images of test
MWCNTs showed changes in the outermost sidewalls of CNTs
(Fig. 7f–i). Number of concentric walls in test MWCNTs tended to
progressively reduce and started to disappear upon interaction
with resistant bacteria as compared to control sample (Fig. 7f–j).
The TEM surface profiles of test MWCNTs structure showed
decrease in the number of CNT-walls by �25% relative to control
MWCNTs due to their interaction with resistant bacteria
(Fig. 7a–f). The outermost walls of control CNTs were found to be
long and straight with defect-free sidewall structures (Fig. 7a–d).
After their interaction with resistant bacteria, the overall struc-
Table 1
Atomic percentages of C–O in XPS spectra of control and test/bio-transformed
MWCNT samples.

Functional groups XPS spectral features

Control MWCNTs Test/bio-transformed
MWCNTs

Peak FWHM At (%) Peak FWHM At (%)

C–C 284.48 1.47 67 284.47 1.38 55.6
C–O 286.36 1.92 11.71 286.01 1.46 19.26
O@C–O 288.32 1.92 5.93 288.35 1.16 13.07
tures of CNTs undergo roughening on the surface of sidewalls.
The roughness generated on the surface of test MWCNTs was prob-
ably due to bacterial bio-catalytic oxidation or exfoliation of a few
layers of MWCNTs (Fig. 7f–j). Resistant bacteria also induced dis-
tortions in the linearity of the test MWCNTs structure due to muti-
lation as observed in TEM images (Fig. 7f). The convoluted,
distorted bundles and thinning of walls in CNTs structure upon
interaction with bacteria has been previously reported [15]. Such
observations in atomic structure of CNTs supported the fact that
outer sidewalls of nanotubes are more accessible or vulnerable to
bacteria, and thus caused degradation of outer CNT layers.

The underlying mechanism of bacterial bio-transformation of
MWCNTs can be explained by the following. First, the bacteria
are able to resist to MWCNTs as evidenced by their growth and sur-
vival in presence of MWCNTs (Fig. S3). The resistance of bacteria to
MWCNTs is due to intracellular adaptations to MWCNT-stress,
which was confirmed by the changes in total cellular peroxidases
relative to control as a measure for adaptation to stress (Figs. 3a–
c; S3). Bacteria tend to interact with external perturbations such
as in this case, MWCNTs that induce a series of cellular changes
to mitigate the stress. One such possible mitigation is overexpres-
sion of stress-related enzymes, such as intracellular or extracellu-
lar redox enzymes and peroxidases. We here measured the total
cellular redox status using peroxidase activity, which provided
clues to cellular adaptation events against MWCNTs
(Fig. 3a and b). Following this, structural changes that occur on
MWCNTs provided evidence to bacterial interaction and recruit-
ment of bacterial redox enzymes (peroxidases) for subsequent
detoxification. All these changes were probed through identifying
structural changes in MWCNTs with appropriate controls. The
roughness at the outermost layer on the test/bio-transformed
MWCNTs seen in TEM images is a clear evidence of surface oxida-
tion, induced by their interaction at the interface of outer bacterial



Fig. 7. High resolution TEM images of MWCNTs at different magnifications. (a–d) Images of control MWCNTs showing smooth nanotube surface. (e) Histogram of control
MWCNTs generated from the TEM image. (f–i) Bio-transformed (test) MWCNTs showing reduced concentric walls and rough nanotube surface due to the resistant bacterial
oxidation (highlighted with green lines). (j) Histogram of test MWCNTs generated from TEM images. The reduced number of nanotube walls were compared from histograms
(e and j) representing the outermost walls as spikes present in control and bio-transformed MWCNTs. The reduced number of walls in test was due to the resistant bacterial
oxidation as compared with control.
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membrane (Fig. 2d). Changes in structural attributes of bio-
transformed MWCNTs as observed in TEM images can be attribu-
ted to the removal of amorphous carbon while bio-catalytically
oxidizing MWCNT sidewalls (Figs. 3a–b; 7f–i). Results of a combi-
nation of physico-chemical characterizations of bio-transformed
MWCNTs revealed that the oxidation was due to the presence of
biologically introduced C@O and/or COOH groups (Figs. 4a–b, 5a
and b, 6a–c and 7f–i). The above results provided unambiguous
structural information on the effect of biological oxidation in
MWCNTs.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we presented a green approach in which NMs
contaminated soil resistant bacteria were utilized for
bio-transformation of MWCNTs. The isolated and enriched NMs
resistant bacteria were biochemically and genetically identified
as T. guamensis. Redox-enzyme activity and cell viability test
showed the molecular adaptation of isolated bacteria during
enrichment process under MWCNTs exposure. Further, the resis-
tant bacteria showed biotransformation/surface oxidation of
MWCNTs through formation of C@O and COOH groups on the outer
walls of nanotubes and increased in oxygen species on surface of
the CNTs. The structural changes such as roughness, distortion
and reduced number of concentric walls of MWCNTs upon interac-
tion with NM resistant bacteria were also observed. Our results
demonstrated that the bio-transformations of MWCNTs were
induced through oxidation and partial catalytic degradation pro-
cesses which were mediated by NMs resistant bacteria. The pro-
posed approach has a potential to use resistant bacteria for bio-
transformation of MWCNTs with new properties that are safe for
industrial applications.
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